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QUESTION 1

When setting the value for the configuration option "number of open objects", you must consider which object types?
(Choose 3) 

A. User tables 

B. Cursors 

C. Views 

D. Temporary tables 

E. Derived tables 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following would generally be true for a cache to benefit from Relaxed LRU? (Choose 2) 

A. Cache has a very high hit rate. 

B. Cache has many objects bound to it. 

C. Cache is defined as \\'logonly\\' 

D. Server has 1 or 2 CPUs. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements about OAM pages are true ? (Choose 2) 

A. A proxy table can have multiple OAM pages 

B. Each stored procedure, trigger or view has at least one OAM page 

C. The OAM pages for an object are organized as a double-linked list 

D. An OAM page points to extents where space for the object is allocated 

E. An OAM page points to allocation units where space for an object is allocated 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which of the following measure could help improve performance of update statistics ? (Choose 3) 

A. Update statistics samping = [X] percent 

B. Update statistics using [X] consumers 

C. Update index statistics instead of update statistics 

D. Multiple update statistics commands on the same table concurrently 

E. Enable large I/O in the cache used by the object update statistics is run on 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following commands will not perform a checkpoint on the database? 

A. dump database 

B. dump tran 

C. dump tran...with no_truncate 

D. dump tran... with truncate_only 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Recovery of user databases occurs 

A. When ASE is rebooted,in parallel by multiple engines if they are configured to be online 

B. When ASE is rebooted,serially by engine 0 before additional engines come online 

C. When a database is quiesced 

D. As a two-phase process with a variable number of log scans. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

When should dbcc reindex be used? 

A. After the sort order in ASE has been changed 

B. When a new language has been installed in ASE. 

C. When corruptions have been found in text/image page chains. 
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D. When corruptions have been found in indexes on system tables. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following are true of multiple temporary databases (tempdbs)? (Choose 2) 

A. Only the system tempdb is overwritten with the model database when ASE boots. 

B. All temporary databases must reside on the master device. 

C. The selection of a temporary database may be dynamically change during a session. 

D. A temporary database chosen for a session remains in effect for the duration of that session. 

E. Users bound to the default group will be assigned to a temporary database using a round-robin selection policy. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following factors affect whether ASE will use large i/o when reading a table? (Choose 3) 

A. How well the pages of the tables fill its extents. 

B. Whether ASE has been built with a page size greater than 2kb 

C. The current data cache hit rate in the cache to which the table is bound. 

D. How well the logical clustering of the table matches its physical clustering. 

E. At least one large I/O pool is configured in the cache to which the table is bound. 

F. At least two large I/O pools are configured in the cache to which the table is bound. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the minimum number of pages in a DOL index ? 

A. 0 

B. 1 

C. 2 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 11

Which of the following issues are motivations for using multiple tempdb databases in ASE ? (Choose 3 ) 

A. Reduced contention on tempdb system bables 

B. Reduced tempdb database space requirements 

C. Reduced contention on tempdb transaction logs 

D. Reduced contention on temporary tables 

E. Improved recoverability if one tempdb database fails 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 12

The sp_fixindex stored procedure? (Choose 2) 

A. Requires the database be in single-user mode to run. 

B. Replaces the dbcc indexalloc command for indexes on user tables. 

C. Replaces the eorg rebuild command for indexes on user tables. 

D. Rebuild of an index on a system table. 

E. Adds and detetes entries directly to/from an index\\'s B-tree. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 13

In optdiag, the deleted row count value represents the number of rows ? 

A. Deleted since the ASE was started 

B. That will be deleted by the housekeeper 

C. That are deleted but not removed from the table 

D. Deleted since the last time optdiag was executed 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following statements are true about this extract from a histogram? 
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